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As we wrap up the first half of the current financial year and head into the festive season, there is
certainly a lot to cheer. We’re seeing excellent growth momentum on the Exchange over the last few
months with a jump of 159% YoY in traded volume, 132% YoY in delivered volumes, and 93% YoY in
the number of trades in Q2 FY 22, as compared to Q1 FY 22. In September, we registered our highest
delivered volume in a month at 3,21,800 MMBtu.
During the month, we also welcomed our newest proprietary member, Mahanagar Gas Limited
(MGL), into the IGX family. Additionally, we are also in the process of submitting an application with
PNGRB for the introduction of new trading hubs for the sale of domestic gas on the IGX platform.
Recently, we held a very fruitful meeting with our Market Advisory Committee (MAC), where we
shared updates such as the incorporation of Anti-Corruption Laws and KYC Policy in IGX Market
Rules and Bylaws.
Even on regulatory front, there were some interesting developments. PNGRB invited bids for city gas
retailing licences in 65 geographical areas (GAs), including Jammu, Nagpur, Pathankot and Madurai,
in the 11th city gas licensing round. The PNGRB notice seeking a reply from CGD companies on
declaring 50 GAs as a common carrier or open access areas, is also an important development.
With an increase in transmission and production capacities in the country, we can expect to see
a corresponding increase in India’s natural gas consumption in the near term. The completion of
major pipelines — the Jagdishpur-Haldia, Mehsana-Bhatinda, the Kochi-Bangalore GAIL pipeline,
and the upcoming northeast gas grid — is expected to grow India’s total trunk pipeline network from
17,126 km to around 32,600 km, increasing the reach of gas to a larger number of consumers in the
country.
Globally, there have been some critical gas and coal supply problems, resulting in all-time highs for
both commodities as well as for electricity prices. In this edition, Morten Frisch, of Morten Frisch
Consulting, has shared his valuable insights on this. Morten had earlier written an article titled “LNG
procurement in a challenging market” in the April 2021 issue of Gas Connect. In the follow-up article
in this edition, he observes that energy market conditions have since developed in a way that makes
it near impossible for utilities to procure LNG as well as pipeline gas supplies.
We also have an article by Sushil Mishra, Assistant Vice President-Business Development &
Advocacy, IGX, which talks about Sale of Domestic Gas at authorised Gas Exchange(s) and how it
will benefit both the sellers and buyers.
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We look forward to your thoughts and comments on this edition of Gas Connect.
With Regards,
Rajesh Kumar Mediratta
Chief Business Officer, IGX
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IGX BUZZ
SEP ’21 TRADE DETAILS

IGX Trade Details in MMBtu
Product

Buy Bid

Sell Bid

Traded Volume

Monthly

4,75,850

2,94,500

2,07,700

Fortnightly

57,750

85,850

54,750

Weekly

43,950

1,68,400

23,300

Daily

3,050

7,650

1,300

Day Ahead

1,450

3,100

1,300

WE WELCOME MAHANAGAR GAS
LIMITED (MGL) AS OUR NEW
PROPRIETARY MEMBER

7th IGX Market Advisory Committee (MAC):
17th September ‘2021
Agenda: Discussion on Domestic Gas Sale at IGX and
Incorporation of Anti-Corruption Laws and KYC Policy in IGX
Market Rules and Bylaws.
Participant Industries: The meeting saw participation from 30+

Total

5,84,550

5,62,500

members, including Transporters, Sellers, CGDs, Associations,

2,88,350

Buyers, Consultants and Others.

GAS PRICE BENCHMARK – INDIGENOUS PRICE DISCOVERY
OTHER BENCHMARKS EST. VS IGX PRICES

31

$/MMBtu

26
21
16

12.5

11
6
1

10
7.3
JAN ’21

FEB ‘21

13.8

10.4
7.1

6.2

6.1

6.8

MAR ’21

APR ’21

May ‘21

Spot LNG

(WIM-Platts Futures)

Jun ‘21

Long-Term LNG
(EST-RasGas)

Jul ‘21

Aug ‘21

IGX Price

Sep ‘21

HH

IGX prices reflecting Indian demand and supply
IGX prices are converted to $/MMBtu at conversion rate of USD-INR = 74
Source: IGX Analysis

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS IN SEPTEMBER ‘21

Benchmark Prices are Monthly Average

COMPARISON Q1 FY22 & Q2 FY22

1. Highest single-day trade: 1,42,600 MMBtu

FY 22 Trade Highlights

2. Highest delivered volume in a month: 3,21,800 MMBtu

Q1

Q2

% Increase

Traded Volume

377250

977800

159%

Delivered Volume

367100

852850

132%

45

87

93%

No. of Trades
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LEADERS SPEAK
THE WORLD HAS A GAS PROBLEM
The world has critical gas and coal supply
problems, resulting in all-time highs for

Energy market developments
What caused the imbalance between LNG supply and demand
to deteriorate so dramatically during the Northern summer?

both commodities as well as for electricity

A number of fundamental factors were at play. The world

prices

economy was continuing its recovery from close downs caused

- Morten Frisch, Morten Frisch
Consulting
Morten Frisch, the Senior Partner of Morten Frisch Consulting
(MFC), has more than 45 years of international hands-on
“operator” experience in dealing with strategic, commercial,
operational and dispute resolution issues along the entire LNG
as well as pipeline gas chains. To perform these tasks, he also
collects data and analyses coal, crude oil, electricity and carbon
traded markets and the interactions between these markets and
markets for pipeline gas and LNG.
Morten is frequently called upon as an expert witness in
arbitrations and court cases dealing with commercial pipeline
gas and LNG issues. A seasoned conference speaker, he has
published widely on strategic and commercial gas issues
and is regularly interviewed about energy issues on major TV

by the Covid pandemic. Increased economic activity coincided
with a warm summer in North East Asia and high space cooling
demand. Unusually low wind in Europe resulted in low wind
turbine power production being balanced by power from gas
fuelled CCGTs; and draught in South America resulted in low
hydroelectric power production also being balanced by gas
fuelled CCGTs.
From relative low price points in March, both Asian LNG prices,
represented by the North East Asian LNG price marker JKM and
European gas prices represented by the Dutch Title Transfer
Facility or TTF, increased gradually until mid-June. Due to
combined sharp increases in energy demand, particularly in
July and August, both JKM and TTF prices started to accelerate
to reach record price peaks earlier this October. Prices for
German power and coal imports to European countries
followed similar trajectories as did coal prices in Asia. As a

networks.

parallel development, Brazil and Argentina emerged as major

From challenging to problem market

hydroelectric power production, while Argentina experienced

This article is a follow up to the author’s article titled “LNG
procurement in a challenging market” published in the April
2021 issue of Gas Connect (https://www.igxindia.com/lngprocurement-in-a-challenging-market/). Now, six months
later, the LNG market is not only challenging, but some market
players would claim energy market conditions have since
developed in a way that makes it near impossible for utilities
to procure LNG as well as pipeline gas supplies. This is now
the case for base load supplies, in addition to supplies to
cover demand peaks during the Northern winter and Southern
summer.

LNG buyers; Brazil, due to draught and the sharp reduction in
gas production problems.
This demand increase started before Asian LNG facilities had
been replenished after the cold 2020/21 winter. The North
East Asian and South American LNG markets were pushing
up delivered ex-ship (DES) LNG prices. LNG portfolio players
were optimising their LNG supply chains, meaning LNG cargoes
normally destined for terminals serving the fully-liberalised
European gas market were diverted to higher priced markets.
Europe acted as the global balancing market, and as a result
was unable to restock its giant underground gas storage (UGS)
facilities, as flexible production from the Middle East was

The seriousness of the current LNG supply situation was

diverted to China while US LNG exports were sent to Asia and

confirmed on 12 October ‘21 by Pakistan LNG. In September,

South America.

the company offered a tender of eight cargoes with December
‘21 and January ‘22 deliveries and the closing date was
11 October. According to the company’s website, on 12 October,
Pakistan LNG had received no bids for this tender. Should
Pakistan LNG re-issue the tender, then the LNG market will be
tested further.

LNG cargoes were also diverted from European terminals to
Asian destinations during the 2020/2021 winter. The working
gas in European UGS facilities was, as a result of LNG cargo
diversions, indirectly used as peak shaving facilities for space
heating gas demand last winter and space cooling demand last
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summer. This was particularly the case in China, but also in

China’s commitment to fully adhere to the WHO’s air quality

Japan, Korea and Taiwan. These European UGS facilities have

standards during the Winter Olympics that will be held in Beijing

yet to be properly filled for the 2021/22 winter.

in February ‘22, has added to the county’s LNG demand this

Working gas in storage in the European Union (EU) had reached

coming winter, as it curtails its coal consumption.

76.4% on 9 October ‘21. Injection rates have since slowed down

Japan’s meteorological agency – JMA, now assigns a 60%

markedly due to the peak in wholesale gas prices and cold

probability for a La Nina weather event to occur during the

weather requiring storage withdrawals. This year UGS working

2021/22 winter. This means cold weather in North East Asia

gas levels in the EU are unlikely to exceed 80% on 1 November

is likely in the period from early December ‘21 to end February

against a normal 90% fullness on this date. Additionally, Europe

‘22, increasing demand for gas as well as electricity and coal

is heading into the winter with the lowest inventory of LNG in 15

not only in China, but also in Japan, Korea, Taiwan and Far East

years.

Russia.

Due to the very tight gas supply situation, European countries

To date, China has experienced strong gas demand growth in

have had to start up old coal fired power stations. But, coal

2021. For the total year, Chinese authorities expect gas demand

supplies are also extremely tight. For example, Germany has run

to increase by 11% to 13% to reach 365-370 BCM.

out of coal as a back-up fuel.

According to Sinopec, China’s natural gas demand is projected

Global gas and coal consumptions have now surpassed

to increase to 620 BCM in 2040, a growth of some 250 BCM.

pre-pandemic levels.

China aims to see a peak in CO2 emissions before 2030 under

Energy demand is weather dependent. A mild and windy

its carbon neutrality pledge. To meet this target, increased use

winter will reduce heating demand and boost renewable power
generation, but an unusually cold winter could provide a severe
test for energy systems. In the coming winter, this will be the
case in Asia, Europe, and even North America.
Using Europe as an example: European politicians seem not
to have noticed that lack of wind is a major driver of power
market tightness as well as the electricity and gas price surges
seen over the last couple of months. Although energy transition
policies in Europe should dictate reduced use of natural gas,
increased quantities of gas will be needed as back-up fuel for
intermittent wind and solar power. Some European countries,
notably Germany and Belgium, have announced that they are
early retiring their fleets of nuclear power stations. Again, this
will result in increased use of natural gas.

of gas as a transition fuel will be required; hence supporting a
250 BCM gas demand growth.
With restricted growth in domestic gas production and gas
imports by pipelines, China will also, in the future, be a dominant
buyer in the international LNG market. China’s privately owned
ENN Natural Gas announced a 13-year LNG supply contract
with the US LNG exporter Cheniere on 11 October ‘21. Chinese
energy companies, including Sinopec and CNOOC are reported
to be in advanced talks with U.S. LNG exporters to secure longterm supply contracts, as current LNG market conditions and
prices have highlighted the deficiencies of spot trades.
Gas supply considerations
While gas demand was surging in 2021, major suppliers of both
pipeline gas and LNG, such as Russia, Algeria, Nigeria, Peru and

Chinese gas demand

Norway struggled to keep up export levels due to incidents and

India, China and many Asian countries are caught in the middle

planned maintenance.

of a global struggle. In the short term, they must re-activate
their economies, after the pandemic. In the longer term, they
must develop their economies while implementing energy
transition targets and keeping air quality within World Health
Organisation (WHO) limits. Increased use of gas over a period of
decades will be an important tool in this transition process.
In 2021, the spot LNG market has been disrupted by the rapid
increase in LNG imports by China, and there is also a challenge
of how to ensure LNG supply stability.
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Qatar Energy (formerly Qatar Petroleum), the world’s largest
supplier of liquefied natural gas, said on Monday 11 October ‘21,
that it unfortunately is unable to ease the red hot gas market,
because it has already allocated all its available LNG export
output.
Australia and the US, the two other major LNG exporters, are
producing at available capacity.
In Europe, Gazprom has stated its inability to increase gas

exports to Europe due to high domestic gas demand in Russia.

urgently needed. The availability of UGS facilities with ample

Norway is already exporting pipeline gas to the EU and UK at

working gas capacity and/or gas stored in high pressure

capacity. Algeria has experienced problems with its pipeline

underground caverns and LNG tank farms would act as peak

gas exports to Spain in particular. Although some LNG cargoes

shaving facilities. Such facilities would allow the procurement

are being delivered, many are still being diverted from Europe

of lower-priced pipeline gas and/or LNG supplies during the

to Asian and South American markets. On the positive side,

summer for storage and use in the domestic gas market when

Azerbaijan has increased natural gas production and added a

the availability of pipeline gas and/or LNG product is critical and

connection to Europe.

spot prices for gas and LNG are high.

As a result of the above, the forward JKM price curve on

Gas trading hubs are required for gas price formation and also

14 October ‘21, signalled a continued very tight LNG market

to serve spot markets and their important role in the balancing

this winter, with the peak prices of some $ 36 per MMBtu. Also,

of gas markets. However, gas supply to end consumers is

based on the 14 October ‘21 forward JKM price curve, a tight

a utility function requiring a stable gas supply available on

LNG market could last until the summer of 2024.

demand and delivered at predictable prices. The energy

A typical 3.4 trillion British thermal units LNG cargo is in the
spot market worth between $ 100 million and $ 120 million,
compared to less than $ 20 million in late February. This is

transition is likely to create a tight long term LNG market. In
such an LNG and therefore gas market environment, firm supply
arrangements are a must to achieve energy security.

stretching LNG buyers’ credit limits. Even a large LNG buyer

It is recommended that in the future, a large proportion of a

would typically only have a credit limit of $ 150 million, normally

country’s gas demand should be provided under long-term firm

sufficient to buy four or five LNG cargoes.

pipeline gas and/or LNG DES supply arrangements. Asian and

The shipping market for LNGCs is also tight with rapidly
increasing freight rates. However, with an LNGC cargo value in

European countries should follow the latest Chinese lead in LNG
procurement.

the range of $ 100 million to $ 120 million, shipping costs have

Disclaimer: This article is meant to provide an insight into current

become less of a concern.

and future developments in international LNG and pipeline gas

Gas security of supply
Like China and Europe, India too is currently facing acute
shortages of gas and coal supplies and therefore, a much
challenged electricity supply situation.
Based on developments in gas markets around the world during
the last six months, not only India, but also China, a number of
smaller Asian nations and European countries, all urgently need
to improve their gas security of supply situations.

markets, the likely future interaction between Asian and European
LNG markets and how can India best procure LNG for its
domestic gas market. The article also comments on coal, crude
oil, electricity and carbon markets. Although, it is believed that the
article presents a correct view of the current situation and future
developments in these markets at the time of its drafting during
early October ‘21, Morten Frisch and/or Morten Frisch Consulting
(MFC) cannot be held responsible if this should prove not to
be the case or if any of the conclusions drawn from this article
should prove to be inaccurate. No representation or warranty is

The energy transition towards zero carbon, whether in Europe,

made as to the accuracy or completeness of the article and no

India or China, is likely to increase gas and therefore LNG

person is entitled to rely on its contents.

demand in years to come. To improve gas security of supply,
the construction of strategic gas reserves, particularly in the
form of UGS facilities where this is geologically feasible, are
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EXPERTS SPEAK
SALE OF DOMESTIC GAS AT
AUTHORISED GAS EXCHANGE(S)
- Sushil Kumar Mishra,
Assistant Vice President-Business
Development & Advocacy
Government of India (GoI) has taken
several initiatives to increase the share
of Natural Gas in country’s energy mix. The need to increase
the share of Gas has never been more crucial than now as the
global economies gear up for moving towards Net Zero. The
series of reforms being rolled out by the GoI will be instrumental
in realising India’s vision to become a gas-based economy. GoI
along with PNGRB, have taken several steps with the objective
of increasing domestic Gas production, such as setting up of
integrated natural gas pipeline network across the country,
expanding CGD infrastructure and facilitating mega investments
in LNG terminals. All these steps will eventually enable the Gas
sector to have a significant share in the country’s energy basket.
In order to achieve this vision, the Ministry of Petroleum & Natural
Gas (MoPNG) and PNGRB have issued several regulations
(including draft regulations, draft rules and public notices, which
are at different stages) in past one year, which will act as key
enablers for the growth of Gas sector, such as:
•

Gas Exchange Regulations

•

Imbalance Management Services

•

Unified Tariff

•

Access Code for Common & Contract Carrier Natural Gas
Pipelines and CGDs

•

Setting up of Transmission System Operator (TSO); and

•

Declaration of CGD Networks as Common or Contract
Carriers.

requirement of buyers and sellers also emerge to bridge their
demand-supply gaps and optimize the portfolios by utilising
the opportunities available in short-term market. Thus, with the
increase in participation of buyers and sellers, leading to increase
in liquidity, the market evolves from long term to short term and
eventually leads to creation of spot and futures market.
Domestic Gas Scenario in India:
Total domestic gas consumption in Q1 FY21-22 was around
77 MMSCMD. Out of the total gross domestic gas produced
in Q1 FY22, around 55% was produced by PSU’s and 45% by
JVs/private players. Power sector was the major consumer of
domestic gas followed by Fertiliser sector and CGD sector.
Gas Production in MMSCMD
131.8
113.2
95.9
76.2
8.8

22.2

67.4

73.7

83.0

FY-21

FY-22

FY-23

PSUs

Pvt/JVs

Short-Term Contract
Long-Term Contract
Competitive
Market

Figure 1: Gas Market Development

The above figure illustrates development of market over a
period of time and the different stages it passes through
during its evolution. In the initial phase, the market structure is
characterised by long-term bilateral contracts due to the limited
number of buyers & sellers and the need of parties to secure
project financing. As the number of participants increase, the
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FY-24

Total

Currently, only a small part of India’s total domestic gas output
has the marketing and pricing freedom. The biggest volume of
such gas with marketing and pricing freedom currently comes
from the Reliance-BP’s fields in the KG Basin. Production from
RIL-BP’s fields is expected to peak at around 30 MMSCMD by
2023. ONGC and Cairn also operate some fields with marketing
and pricing freedom.

Spot/Future Deals

Deregulated/Developing
Market

94.5

Figure 2: Domestic Gas current and estimated production

Future Trading

No Market

37.3

30.1

Figure 3: Gas Producing Regions in India

Domestic Gas Sale at Gas Exchange:
The option to sell domestically produced natural gas on the Gas
Exchange will go a long way towards the development of the
Indian gas markets.
Most recently, MoPNG, vide its Office Memorandum dated 19th
August ‘21, has granted additional option to sell domestic Gas
on PNGRB authorised Gas Exchanges, in addition to e-auction
platforms empaneled by DGH. The Contractor may sell quantity
of Gas, up to 500 MMSCM or 10% of annual production from
Contract Area, whichever is higher, per year through Gas
Exchanges. The additional option is applicable to domestic
producers granted pricing and marketing freedom.
For the ease of understanding, the Gas with marketing and
pricing freedom can be categorised as:

Competitive price & equal opportunity to all consumers:
Domestic Gas (celling or without ceiling) at Gas Exchange is
anticipated to be cheaper compared to RLNG. Standardised
contracts at Gas Exchange will provide opportunities to small
and large buyers to buy cheaper domestic gas through the Gas
Exchange platform.

Benefits to Domestic Gas Producers:
Maximisation of domestic gas production: Gas producers
can maximise domestic gas production with different flexible
contracts available at Gas Exchange. Gas producers will get
the opportunity to sell gas under different contracts ranging
from Day-Ahead to 3 Monthly contracts and can efficiently
manage variations in their production profile, as sales profile is
unpredictable. As production profile assessment is for shorter
duration & closer to actual sales, therefore, Gas Exchange
provides immediate opportunities for sale of gas and gas
producers need not curtail wells & gas production. Additionally,
domestic producers can sell their incremental gas volumes (over
base production) anytime on Gas Exchange.

Option to buy Domestic Gas: Small buyers, who are currently
not able to get domestic gas either due to their size or due to
their allocation priority, can come to the exchange and have an
opportunity to buy cheaper domestic gas from the exchange
platform.
Flexibility of contracts: Bouquet of contracts available at Gas
Exchange such Day-Ahead, Daily, Weekly, Weekday, Fortnightly
and Monthly are available for trading. Buyers under such
contracts will also be able to reduce the risks related to minimum
offtake obligation owing to contracts of shorter duration.
The initiative taken by MoPNG, combined with the support of
market participants, has the potential to take the integration of gas
market to next level in the country and drive investments in the gas
value chain. Gas Exchange will bring all stakeholders on a single
platform to create market-based gas economy in the country.

Dec ‘21

Nov ‘21

Oct ‘21

Sep ‘21

Aug ‘21

Jul ‘21

Jun ‘21

May ‘21

Apr ‘21

Mar ‘21

Feb ‘21

Gas Production in MMSCMD

Jan ‘21

Advance payments & minimises supply obligations: At Gas
Exchange, producers will get advance payment on D+2 rolling
basis, instead of waiting for payments for ~21 days, which will
minimise supply obligations

Benefits to the Buyers:

Price Ceiling (Deep
water, Ultra deep
water, HPHT)

Figure 2: Classification of Gas with Marketing and Pricing Freedom

Dec ‘20

Increased liquidity & wider gas market participation: Sellers
get the advantage of wider gas market participation as buyers
participate frequently for both large and small quantity across the
country. Sellers have the advantage to reach to customers across
country through single platform.

India’s own gas price benchmark: India’s own gas price
benchmark based on local demand and supply dynamics due to
participation from multiple parties, which will also enable comfort
to domestic oil and gas producers.

Gas with Marketing
and Pricing
Freedom
No Price
Ceiling

Gas producers can avoid long lead time in e-bidding: Gas
Exchange offers standard contracts and gas producers do not
require detailed planning as they can save time & efforts in GSA
execution with the counter parties. The risks related to supply
obligations are also minimised due to short-term contracts and
the various flexibilities offered.
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MEDIA PULSE
1 LAKH CRORE OIL & GAS PROJECTS APPROVED FOR



exceeded their exclusivity period. For cities like Delhi and

NORTHEAST

Mumbai, the exclusivity period expired in 2012, while for many

TNN, 25 September ‘21

others it ended in the years up to 2021.

https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/guwahati/1l-cr-oil-gasprojects-approved-for-northeast/articleshow/86492691.cms


Plans to set up a dedicated service provider hub in NER
to support the requirement of oil and gas industry in
collaboration with State Governments Implementation of
North East Gas Grid (NEGG) to provide access to natural gas
to end-user in the north-eastern region.



24,000 GW GAS-BASED POWER PLANTS LIE UNDERUTILISED
ET Bureau, 31 August ‘21
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/energy/
oil-gas/24000-gw-gas-based-plants-lie-underutilised/
articleshow/85777893.cms?from=mdr


24,000-GW of gas-based plants set up at investment of ₹1

Puri, while speaking at an event to showcase upstream oil &

lakh crore remain either underutilised or idle.

gas opportunities in NER in the city here on Friday, said the
heritage and huge opportunities for growth is central to



Addressing the event Chief Minister Himanta Biswa Sarma,
extended full support of the State Government in the
exploration activities. He assured that the State Government
is taking steps for providing early environmental clearances
for the Oil and Gas projects. He said that the contribution of
Assam in the oil and gas sector is well-known and he wants
the exploration activities to increase fast.

SHRINKING INVENTORIES AND SUPPLY WORRIES LIFT
NATURAL GAS PRICES TO DECADE-HIGH LEVELS
ET, 29 September ‘21
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/energy/oil-gas/
shrinking-inventories-and-supply-worries-lift-natural-gas-pricesto-decade-high-levels/articleshow/86611914.cms


ET Bureau, 15 September ‘21



from the pandemic slump last year.

oil-gas/50-city-gas-distribution-areas-to-be-put-under

constantly gained traction on worries over sinking inventories

campaign=cppst

and supply bottlenecks.

The Petroleum and Natural Gas Regulatory Board (PNGRB) is
seeking to declare more than 50 city gas distribution licensed

Benchmark NYMEX futures have doubled since the start of
the year. Prices held in a tight range in the first quarter but

source=contentofinterest&utm_medium=text&utm_



Traders put fresh bets on the commodity as they anticipate
a shortage this winter, amid a quick rebound in consumption

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/energy/
common-carriers-list/articleshow/86219345.cms?utm_

Natural gas prices have climbed to their highest level in seven
years in US NYMEX futures.

50 CITY GAS DISTRIBUTION AREAS TO BE PUT UNDER
COMMON CARRIERS

States are not buying gas-based power that runs on imported
fuel as domestic gas is not available to the projects

India’s development agenda.


India is trying to operationalise all possible coal and nuclear
capacity to meet its soaring electricity demand, although

Union Minister of Petroleum and Natural Gas, Hardeep Singh

Northeast with its abundant natural resources, rich cultural

All the city gas areas identified for the purpose have already



Last year, global gas prices witnessed an unprecedented
downturn to $1.59 per mmbtu, its weakest level since 1995,

areas, including Delhi, Mumbai and large parts of Gujarat, as

due to Covid-19 pandemic.

common carriers.


A rebound in consumption more quickly than production is
creating conditions for a boom nowadays.
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INDIAN GAS SECTOR HIGHLIGHTS
NATURAL GAS PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION IN AUG ‘21
Sectorwise Domestic & R-LNG Consumption

Natural Gas available for sale
In MMSCMD

Aug ‘20

Jul ‘21

Aug ‘21

60

96

75

Domestic

9
0
3

R-LNG

CGD

Refinery

29

93

82

Fertiliser
Power
Petrochem
Other

169

156 157

76

In MMSCMD

13

6
1
4

20

17

17

14

Aug ‘20

Total

Jul ‘21

15
15
38

31

17

Aug ‘21

13
3
10
13
11

15

7
11

17

12

8

10
9
18

22
0
4
19

Aug ‘20

35

Jul ‘21

Domestic NG

Aug ‘21

R-LNG

Sector wise Total Consumption
In MMSCMD
48

Aug ‘20

Jul ‘21

Aug ‘21

52 52

31

21

21

Fertilizer

35 34

32 32

27 28

Power

CGD

18

13

19
10 8

4

Refinery Petrochem

Other

NATURAL GAS PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION FY22 YTD
Natural Gas available for sale

Sector wise consumption

In MMSCMD

Domestic

165

165

159

154

154

R-LNG

157

Total

169
154

141

100
78
64

65

96
69

89
70

83
70

75 80

75

82

Fertiliser
Power
Petrochem
Other

In MMSCMD

93
76

Jan ‘21 Feb’21 Mar’21 Apr ’21 May ’21 Jun ‘21 Jul ‘21 Aug ‘21

163
24

162

160
26

28

19

8
16

10

32

33

37

29

30

49

48

22
7
15

9

19
30

7
16
26

27

28

27

46

47

46

173

166

154
32

CGD
Refinery
Total

37

35

163
34

5
18

8

4

18

13

29

32

32

28

27

28

50

52

52

Jan ‘21 Feb’21 Mar’21 Apr ’21 May ’21 Jun ‘21 Jul ‘21 Aug ‘21

Source: PPAC
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Connect with us
+91-120-4648100
info@igxindia.com
www.igxindia.com
/IndianGasExchange
Plot No. C-001/A/1, 9th Floor, Max Towers,
Sector 16B, Noida, Gautam Buddha Nagar,
Uttar Pradesh-201301
Please click here for feedback
https://forms.gle/5QNHGac5t5tPvML66

